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CREATING A
COMMUNITY

EASING IN TO
CHRISTMAS

IN WORKING
ORDER

Rulers of Egypt launch creates
gaming atmosphere

With handy digital signage from
BeeBox

Premium products that work first
time

INNSTAY CUSTOMERS
PREPARING FOR CHRISTMAS
The festive season is rapidly approaching and our BeeBox users are
finding it easy to keep on top of their Christmas offers and events.
As the BeeBox System comes with pre-loaded advert templates
that follow a Christmas theme all you have to do is enter your
information and add to playlist, this will then begin to play on the
TV screens in your venue.
Get those bookings in early with great features such as a
Christmas countdown and cracker jokes!

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR
WAREWASHING EQUIPMENT
When we launched our Clear Cool division we always knew we
wanted to offer premium warewashing equipment on
affordable weekly rentals. Our move to supplying Classeq
products which are manufactured to a high quality in the UK
has allowed us to maintain excellent uptime records with all of
our machines.
Our main aim is to ensure our machines don't malfunction
when you need them most, and if for some reason they do,
don't worry because you'll be fully covered on service and parts,
for the lifetime of your contract.
We also want them to work well on each and every wash,
that's why we developed the Clear Cool detergent range which
gives a first class clean every time whilst not degrading
glassware.

Click Here

RULERS OF EGYPT BRINGING PLAYERS
TOGETHER
Reflex's community Cat C game Rulers of
Egypt was successfully launched on to our
GamePro machines last week.
In a number of sites we have managed to
install two of the machines so that the
community feature can be used to its full
potential. If two people play the game at
once and one of them gets the bonus the
other player automatically gets entered in
to a bonus too. This is a great way of
creating a buzz in venue.
These pictures show the two machines at
one of our sites in Newcastle - they
certainly make an impact!
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